GENERAL NOTES:
1. Gold contact relays shall be used for all digital input points.
2. Pilot relays shall be used for all digital output points.
3. Optical isolation (isovertors) shall be used for all analog input points and analog output points to VFD's or any other controller/analzyer powered from a separate circuit.

DRAWING NOTES:

NOTE 1 - Locate DP transmitter at the most hydronically remote point in a system; on mains as directed. Also, see details 23 09 13-01; 23 21 00-01.

NOTE 2 - Locate static pressure sensor in return piping at highest point in system. Also, see details 23 09 13-01; 23 21 00-01.

NOTE 3 - Add high temperature alarming sequence in a programming software. High temperature alarm set point shall be 10% above operating temperature set point.

NOTE 4 - Provide pressure independent min. recir automated by-pass control valve and a flow meter for min. by-pass system flow control. Note to AE: (flow meter optional for small systems).
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